Cleaning
The first and probably the most important operation is the cleaning.
The cleaner is the stone the easiest are following treatments.
To obtain a proper cleaning, it is necessary to take into consideration the factors that could jeopardize the final result:
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Mechanical action: 25%

Temperature: 25%
In some case, using a different water temperature can help to remove particular a type
of dirt. Usually, warm water together with the
appropriate detergent is needed to remove
greasy dirt, because warm water helps to
dissolve the fat molecules.

Finding and using the correct equipment to achieve the desired result in a
better and fastest way.
Besides, some stones can’t be cleaned
without using the correct machines; in
some case, due to the size of area to be
cleaned, without appropriate machine it
is not possible to make a satisfactory

Action time 25:%

Chemical action: 25 %

Action time is the time that must be dedicated to the cleaning process.

It is very important to choose the correct chemical, because stones have
different hardness, different pH and
different reaction to different chemical
compounds.
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Acidic chemicals (pH from 0 to 6,5)
Must be used to clean “Dry dirt” like cement, rust, lime…
Neutral chemicals (pH between 6,5 to 7,5)

Chemicals with neutral pH that do not damage floors

Alkaline chemicals

(pH from 7,5 to 14)

Must be used to clean “Greasy dirt” like oil, grease, smog, pollution.
After this necessary consideration, we can analyze different situations
that need different ways of action depending on:
Type of stone (marble, granite, sedimentary etc.)
Location (indoor, outdoor, floor, wall etc.)
Surface (small or big areas)
Traffic (private or public areas)
After making the stone clean, it also may be necessary to keep the
stone shine.

General procedures

Below are the steps that should be complied in order to make a correct treatment of natural stones:

Cleaning after installation

One of the most important tasks is to clean the floor properly after it has been layed, in order to remove cement leftover and any remaining
residues.

Protection of the floor
Protection of floors is the way to preserve in time the original beauty of materials.
Natural stones have their own porosity; they have been created by nature so every stone has different chemical properties. In order to
prevent staining, Bellinzoni manufactures wide range of protective agents.

Maintenance
After protection it is necessary to proceed with an adequate maintenance program.
The maintenance program is different depending on the type of stone.
To clarify this idea we could use a similitude:
“Natural stones have been created by nature like our skin; we take care of our skin by cleaning it with soaps and protect it by applying
cream. Care of stones should be the same, use the correct soap and apply the correct chemical”.

Renovation
Because of the traffic and trampling that stone has to support, sometimes marks and scratches appear on the floor.
In this case, it may be necessary to renew the original stone look by using specific chemicals or tools that provide longer life to the stone.
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Polished floors
Marble, travertine , terrazzo and polishable limestones
Following information for maintenance of polished floors are applicable to polished marble, travertine, engineered stones (or agglomerated
stones), terrazzo and polishable limestone. In order to make easy description of maintenance, all stones will be referred as marble.

New installation
Very important after installation is to ensure that grout film and construction dirt are trhoroughly removed from the stone surface. Clean
well grout film after grouting using clean water and Marble Detergent “Lem-3” that, thanks to its appropriate pH, removes dirt and impurities without damaging the original shine. To make a good job a Scotch Brite® pad can be used to remove the grout film in excess. In
case of very resistant soil our concentrate Cleaner Ultra Stripper can be used taking care of following instructions.

Base treatment
Private houses, offices, floors not larger than 500 sqm
Traditional maintenance system
Cleaning
Deep cleaning of marble without removing the natural sheen or damaging the surface has always been a problem. LEM 3 is a concentrated detergent to clean marble. Special for resistant dirt.

Clean the floor using Detergent LEM 3. Dilute 1:20 in water and cleaning can be done using a mop or a cleaning cloth.
To keep the original floor shine
To keep the original floor shine, we suggest applying an emulsified specific liquid wax, LIQUID WAX RR/1, every 2-3 months.
Emulsified liquid wax studied for maintenance of floors made of natural stones as marble, granite, limestone, sandstone, terrazzo, agglomerated and engineered stones. Its formula is based on natural and synthetic waxes. It gives a brilliant and warm shining. RR/1 is
the ideal product for to keep the floor’s natural shine. It is a special liquid wax that, once applied, has good resistance to washing when
regular detergents are used.

For easy and quick maintenance
For easy and quick maintenance of not too dirty floors, it is possible to use our product CLEAN & POLISH L&L on a daily maintenance
basis.
Dilute the product 1:30 – 1:50 in warm water and apply using a mop. L&L cleans and polishes in one step.

Recommended Equipment:

Maintenance system for small high traffic areas or damaged floors
Cleaning
Cleaner ULTRA-STRIPPER
Highly efficient detergent for every type of dirt: grease, smog, oily stains. It is excellent to remove very resistant metallic, acrylic and solvent
based waxes from floors and walls and it is also suitable for deep cleaning of floors before polishing. Also useful to clean tile joints and
gaps.

Recommended Equipment:

Polishing
Crystallizer VETRO-GLASS
Product for the base crystallization of natural calcareous floors, terrazzo and resin marble. It hardens the surface giving a long-lasting
polish, similar to the polish obtained with conventional factory polisher. The liquid formula and the easy “one step job” allow to reduce
working time and avoid eventual grinding of the floor.

Recommended Equipment:
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Maintenace
Deep cleaning of marble without removing the natural sheen or damaging the surface has always been a problem. LEM 3 is a concentrated detergent to clean marble. Special for resistant dirt.
Clean the floor using Detergent LEM 3. Dilute 1:20 in water and cleaning can be done using a mop or a cleaning cloth.

Recommended Equipment:

Big areas more than 500 sqm, cinemas, shopping centre, airports
Treatment of above mentioned floors has to be done using a specific wax polisher that gives protection, resistance to traffic, abrasion
giving a good shine to the treated floor. In order to maintain shine and protection daily maintenance (or every two days depends of traffic
and season) has to be done with special maintenance products. Every week is necessary to clean deeply the floor with special detergent
formulated to clean marble.

Cleaning
Because of the dimension of the floor it is necessary to use appropriate equipment and the right chemical.
After protecting the floor, the recommended maintenance routine is to use our CLEAN & POLISH L&L with the scrubbing machine.
Pour the product CLEAN & POLISH L&L directly into the machine tank. Dilute 1:50 in water and proceed with cleaning the surface.
Scrubbing machine choice depends on the dimension of area to be maintained.
Sometime stains from food residuals, organic soil, etc. may remain on the floor although the stone has been already protected by a sealer.
It is suggested to clean the spots using ULTRA STRIPPER diluted 1:20 with warm water.
Clean manually with a mop or sponge or mechanically using a single disc polishing machine.
It is necessary to clean thoroughly the entire floor every three to four months (i.e. stripping) with DETERGENT DECER- DOS or ULTRA
STRIPPER diluted 1:20 with water using the scrubbing machine.

Recommended Equipment:

Renovation
Sometime due to the heavy traffic that floors have to support, the surface can be damaged by the abrasive action made by trolley, shoes,
sand, dust etc.
Typical problems are lines, scratches, and shine loss.
Depending on the seriousness of damage it is possible to restore the original aspect of the floor using appropriate chemicals, tools and
machineries.

How to renew the lost shine
Independently on the correct practice described on the previous points, the loss of shine is caused by the abrasive action (i.e. trampling,
trolley etc).
This abrasive action is similar to sand-paper damaging the substrate because it removes microns of material.
Such damages make the floor look dull and off-colour; these defects can not be restored by regular maintaining products alone.
In such cases it is necessary to use the POLISHING GEL “EUREKA” for granite which allows the stone to re-shine in one step.
Wash the floor thoroughly using a single-disc machine equipped with appropriate disk in order to remove all dirt, residues of old waxes
and other chemicals (we recommend using use our Ultrastripper).
Rinse very well and dry up the floor with a vacuum.
Pour a small quantity (around 30 gr. - 1 oz.) of “EUREKA” directly onto the floor, under the natural fiber disk, dampen slightly and then
work the product with the single disc machine (speed 150-230 rpm) weighing minimum 30 Kg (66 lbs.) or a polishing-grinding machine
over around 1-2 sqm (15-20 sq. ft) of floor surface.
Nebulize or pour water in case the gel dries up too quickly during operation. Distribute the product evenly and keep on working the surface until “EUREKA” is dried and until the desired shine is obtained.
In case of more serious damages including scratches and complete dullness we recommend to use our Fibralux pad before Eureka
Granite gel.

The FIBRALUX PADS or DIAZONE must be used under the floor scrubbing machine.
There is a choice of various grits from #1 to #7; the choice of grits number to be used has to be made after assessing the floor damage.

Recommended Equipments:
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All

data contained in this literature come from accurate experiments and experiences performer in our laboratories and by
stones qualified operator, and they therefore are to be considered reliable. However, given the great number of factors that
could influence data, here reported information don’t involve implicit or formal guarantees. Final user assumes responsibility for use of
the product, taking care of previously test its characteristics. Bellinzoni srl reserves the right to bring into effect additions, cancellations
or modifications of information about our products is addressed to use of competent people and to their discretion and risk; this information doesn’t refer to the use of any product in combination with any substance or process. Since there are many applications of
our products, and these applications are diversified and out of control, it is duty of final user to verify compatibility with laws and rules.
Bellinzoni srl is not and can’t be responsible for the use of its own products in incompatible ways with laws and rules in force in user’s
country. All texts and images are intellectual reserved property of Bellinzoni srl; copy, also partial, is forbidden without written authorization. All your suggestions and opinions, or reports relative to possible mistakes or omissions are gladly welcome; for these reasons, you
can send an email to info@bellinzoni.com

Note
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